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Abstract: This paper presents a novel approach to discovering association rules from market 
basket data. For this purpose the expert system with inference engine, visualisation engine, 
and knowledge base has been elaborated. After a short introduction, a general description of 
the system’s components is given. Then, the functionality of inference engine, visualisation 
engine and knowledge base is characterized briefly. The whole work is finished by conclu-
sions and indicating future work.
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1. Introduction

Expert systems have dynamically improved since the time of their first commercial 
application at the beginning of the 1980s. Today, expert systems are widely used in 
business, science, construction brand and mechanics but they have also many other 
applications. Roots of expert systems reach many disciplines, especially the branch 
of human information processing called cognitive science.

In the late 1950s and early 1960s a couple of programs were written in order 
to solve key problems. The most popular one was the General Problem Solver 
[Giarratano, Riley 1998] written by Newell and Simon, described in many articles 
and afterwards in detail defined in monumental, over 920 pages work Human 
Problem Solving [Newell 1972]. The most insightful thesis presented by Newell 
and Simon was a statement assuming that a great number of human information or 
cognition problems can be expressed in the form of a rule If – Then. Let us say, if it is 
going to rain, take an umbrella with you. The thesis corresponds with small, modular 
piece of knowledge, called a chunk. Chunks are classified in order which leads to 
associations among chunks of knowledge.

One theory assumes that human memory is simply organized in chunks. To make 
it more understandable we can base on a well-known chunk of knowledge: If the 
unemployment increases, the inflation diminishes in short period (ceteris paribus). 
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Newell and Simon popularized usage of those rules to represent human knowledge. 
They also showed how the process of inference may be executed in practice.

Expert systems which are common nowadays have their roots in pioneering 
works of Feigenbaum, Lederberg, Shortliffe and Buchanan from the late 1960s and 
the early 1970s [Giarratano, Riley 1998]. Alongside with acceptation of knowledge-
based paradigm in the 1970s, a couple of good prototypes of expert systems were 
developed. Those systems could interpret mass spectrograms to indicate chemical 
constituents (Dendral) [Lindsay et al. 1993], diagnose disorders (Mycin) [Hajek, 
Valdes 1994], analyze geological data (Dipmeter) to find a bed of dead oil and minerals 
(Prospector) and automate computer systems configuration (Xcon/R1) [Giarratano, 
Riley 1998]. Success of computer systems like Prospector, which discovered beds of 
precious minerals, and the program Xcon, which significantly decreased the general 
expenses of the Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC), was the main reason for 
general growth of preoccupation of expert systems, both in industry branch and 
academic environment. Authors of Dentral for the first time pointed out that proper 
inference was strictly dependent on expertise knowledge saved in form of rules but 
not on complicated techniques of searching and inference [Niederliński 2006].

In the 1970s and 1980s expert systems went through crisis. Some factors influenced 
it really strongly, first of all the naive and ruinous hopes reposed in functionality of 
expert systems. Secondly, strong belief that expert system will be a happy medium for 
the hard times of arms race. As a result states like Great Britain and the US resigned 
from financing the projects connected with artificial intelligence and projects started 
to be financed from private budgets. What is more, the collapse of Japanese program 
of the fifth generation computers, which aims were not strictly defined, conduced to 
pause in research and development of expert systems [Niederliński 2006].

However, recent years brought out many successes to expert systems in specialist 
applications like medical diagnosis (medicine), optimal routing (computer network), 
optimal stocks portfolio (finance), valuation of the debtor and money laundering 
(banking) [Korczak, Oleszkiewicz 2009; Korczak et al. 2008]. Novel approach is 
the application of expert system [Orłowski, Sitek 2007] to select and valuation the 
information technologies [Orłowski et al. 2010] in agent architecture [Orłowski, 
Ziółkowski 2009] with usage of ontology [Czarnecki 2008, 2009].

Motivation to construct the expert systems, illustrated in this work, is to solve the 
problem of the analysis of market basket through implementation and verification of 
the method of market basket in the form of expert system, which enables:

1. Detecting and calculating the strength of dependence among commodities in 
selling transactions.

2. Discovering the patterns of market basket.
3. Graphic visualization of discovered patterns of customers.
The knowledge mentioned above can be successfully used in:
planning Cross Selling campaigns, –
implementation of Up Selling technique in ecommerce activities, –
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optimization of packages of products and services, –
planning of loyalty programs. –
The aim of this article is to present and describe the logical model of expert 

system used in analysis of the market basket accordingly with all components.

2. The definition of the expert system

In the work [Niederliński 2006] expert system was defined as “a program which 
solves problems deputing to experts”, other source [Giarratano, Riley 1998] gives 
definition: “An expert system is a computer program that draws on the knowledge 
of human experts captured in a knowledge base to solve problems that normally 
require human expertise”, and „An expert system is a knowledge-based system 
emulates expert thought to solve significant problems in a particular domain of 
expertise”. Edward Feigenbaum from Stanford University, the early pioneer of 
expert system technology, defined expert system as [Giarratano, Riley 1998] “an 
intelligent computer program that uses knowledge and inference procedures to 
solve problems that are difficult enough to require significant human expertise for 
their solutions”.

Based on quoted definitions, the system presented in this paper is dedicated 
to analyse similarities between variables in large databases. It should be noticed 
that no expert system can replace a human-expert and has some disadvantages and 
advantages in comparison. Boundaries concerns inference engine which is not able 
to group all association rules independently to user profiles. On the other hand, 
implemented algorithm is fast and effective enough [Mikulski, Weichbroth 2009], 
processing a great amount of data per second, which is unreachable for a human. 
Additionally, the amount of stored information is only limited by hardware resources. 
It is reasonable to think that these are objective reasons to design and develop an 
expert system, not only because of the aforementioned reasons.

3. Market basket analysis

This paragraph gives a brief description of frequent pattern mining for the discovery 
of interesting associations and correlations between itemsets in transactional 
databases.

Frequent patterns are patterns (such as itemsets, subsequences, or substructures) 
which appear in a data set frequently. For example, a set of items, such as eggs and 
milk, which appear frequently together in a transaction data set is a frequent itemset. 
A subsequence, such as buying first a PC, then a removable disk and then a printer, if 
it occurs frequently in a shopping history database, is a (frequent) sequential pattern 
[Han, Kamber 2006]. Frequent pattern mining searches for recurring relationships 
in a given data set.
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Association rule is simply, probabilistic statement about co-occurrence of 
variables (items) in large databases. If we assume that all variables are binary, 
association rule will have the following form:

if (A = 1 and B = 1) then C = 1 with probability p,

where A, B, C are binary variables and p = p(C = 1| A = 1, B = 1) is conditional 
probability which states for A = 1 and B =1 then C = 1 [Hand et al. 2001]. Conditional 
probability p is defined as accuracy or confidence of the rule. In turn, p(A = 1,  
B = 1, C = 1) is defined as support. Assumptions of the thesis above, are comparatively 
easy to understand and to interpret which effects in clear understanding the whole 
approach.

Commonly, the goal of the market basket analysis is to find all the association 
rules, which satisfy the constraint in figure of minimal values ps (support) and pc 
(confidence), often defined as cut-off [Weichbroth 2009] (for example, cut-off equals 
ps ≥ 0.05 and pc ≥ 0.7). Such sets are called frequent item sets. On the other hand, the 
definition “frequent” is based on given frequency from user, called support [Wick, 
Wagner 2006].

The presented approach to finding association rules originate in applications 
for market basket analysis. Data which can be given to analyse, often come from 
glossary market, telecom company or nowadays more often from multi-branch 
Internet market. This kind of data may be considered in a matrix category with n rows 
(corresponding to baskets) and p columns (corresponding to items). Matrix like this 
may be very large, counts rows in millions and columns in thousands, highly sparse, 
especially when we take into consideration the fact that common basket contains 
only a few items. Application of association rules enables to find simple patterns in 
such a type of data in relatively efficient computational manner [Hand et al. 2001]. 

The classic example of market basket analysis is retail suggestive sell in 
e-commerce solutions, like this using by online shopping stores like amazon.com 
(USA) or merlin.pl (Poland). In this case, the server analyses a very large transactions 
database in order to find sets of items, which were bought frequent together.

4. The model of the expert system

Expert system for market basket analysis (shortly ESMBA) has got all attributes 
of a typical expert system. The system’s core is inference engine, possessing two 
inference modes: forward chaining and backward chaining. Visualization of the 
discovered knowledge, depicted in the form of association rules, is processed by 
visualization engine. Knowledge base is responsible for gathering and sharing 
knowledge to domain expert. Users’ queries and answers are stored in knowledge 
repository.

The idea of the expert system is to discover knowledge from market basket 
database and inference from this knowledge. The action’s sequence, necessary to 
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inference process, is dynamically synthesized for every knowledge base by inference 
engine. This means it is not overtly programming during creation of the knowledge 
base. Additionally, in declared system’s functionality, independent component of 
market basket transactions database, was added (Figure 1).

Our expert system is a set of programs to solve problems deputing to experts. 
It has functional structure which consists of the following components: inference 
engine, visualization engine, knowledge repository, knowledge base, knowledge 
base editor, user and expert interface and market basket database (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Functional architecture of a system expert

Source: based on [Abraham 2005].

As can be seen on Figure 1, in order to edit knowledge base, only expert can 
do this using knowledge base editor. Inference engine can only have access to the 
knowledge repository, saving queries declared by users and answers to them, received 
from inference engine.

Another component of the presented system is sales transactions database. It will 
be used to find all frequent itemsets and based on them to generate association rules. 
Discovered knowledge will be saved in knowledge base. Performing operations on 
it is only permitted by using knowledge base editor. Thus, user interface enables 
communication with inference engine since only expert interface with knowledge 
base.

4.1. Inference engine

The main task of inference engine is to process analysis of sales transactions 
stored in market basket database. For this purpose, modified Apriori [Agrawal, 
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Srikant 1994] algorithm was implemented, detailed described in [Weichbroth 2009; 
Mikulski, Weichbroth 2009] and empirically verified on www server logs [Mikulski, 
Weichbroth 2009]. The output data is a set of association rules with support and 
confidence for each rule. The last task is to save them to knowledge base, with 
indicating the date, hour and number of processed records.

Additionally, the inference engine is able to objectively group some rules 
to a pattern. It is possible to use two criteria: antecedent or consequent. For the 
demonstration of such described functionality, we use a small set of artificial 
association rules, presented on Figure 2.

A 

→ C; D A → C; D C; E →

G → E; F C; E → G H →

→ H F → A; B B; D →

Pattern “A” H G → Pattern “G” 

A → E; F 

B; D → G 

E → C; H 

A → H 

Figure 2. The process of grouping association rules to market basket patterns

Patterns “A” and “G” have one common product “G”. The process of joining 
concerns finding common antecedent or consequent between them. As a result of 
joining patterns, the structuralised client model is created (Figure 3).

A 

→ C; D C; E →

G → H →

→ E; F B; D →

Figure 3. The effect of joining patterns to form of a client model (profile)

On the ground of joined patterns (Figure 3), we can observe that promotion 
should touch the H product. This Product joins the pattern “A” and pattern “G”. 
Taking into consideration mentioned above, when the customer with profile “A” 
feels a need of purchasing product G, also the need to purchase product G can appear 
and vice versa. In other words, promotion campaign should involve the products 
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from “the middle” with the greatest amount of “incoming” and “out-coming” links. 
It is that because moving up and down on the pattern tree increase the chance to 
increase selling transactions.

4.2. Visualization engine

The concept of functionality of the components responsible for visualization of 
association rule was presented in the work [Weichbroth 2010]. The component 
GraphMiner was implemented in the ActionScript3 language and can be handled on 
each web browser (thin client), supporting Macromedia Flash technology. It contains 
three scripts which import data from: knowledgebase; second script generates data to 
XML files and the last one generates data charts (nodes and links). Input data for the 
importing script are components of association rules (antecedent and consequent) 
and their measures: support and confidence. Below we present the diagrams plotted 
to visualize discovered dependences among data (Figures 4, 5).

Figure 4. Visualisation of artificial patterns “A” and “G”

Figure 5. The process of joining patterns to one client model (profile)
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Visualization of the knowledge written in form of association rules can be 
presented in other, more sophisticated form. If the user defines his minimal support 
or (and) confidence or (and) depicts precise products, the selection of rules can be 
conducted. Basing on those rules we may (Figure 6) plot the graph constructed with 
nodes and links. Strength of correlation among them (in the form of an arrow) is 
represented by its thickness – the higher the support of the association rule, the 
thicker the line. Moreover, arrows are coloured on the base of confidence and defined 
in advance by users and their partitions. Node dimension is dependable on centrality 
measure which contains first-order centrality measure (amount of “outcoming” links) 
and second-order measure (amount of “incoming” links) [Łapczyński 2009]. A good 
illustration of this functionality is presented below, in Table 1 and Figure 6.

Table 1. The parameters of visualization link analysis

Support Confidence Node dimension
Partition Line thickness Partition Colour Connections Radius

〈0.01; 0.02) ¼ pt 〈0; 0.1) yellow 1 0.75 cm
〈0.02; 0.04) ¾ pt 〈0.1; 0.2) orange 3-5 1.25 cm
〈0.04; 0.06) 1½ pt 〈0.2; 0.3) red 6-8 1.75 cm
〈0.06; 0.08) 1¾ pt 〈0.3; 0.4) dark red 9-11 2.5 cm
〈0.08;1〉 2½ pt 〈0.4; 0.5) light green 12 and more 3 cm

– – 〈0.5; 0.6) green – –
– – 〈0.6; 0.7) light blue – –
– – 〈0.7; 0.8) dark blue – –
– – 〈0.8; 0.9) purple – –
– – 〈0.9; 1〉 black – –

Figure 6. Rich link analysis of association rules
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During designing visualization engine assumed that application should have 
following properties [Korczak, Dudycz 2009]:

efficiency (on user demand, knowledge visualization is processing in real-ti- –
me),
focalization (visualization engine uses focus and context techniques like dyna- –
mic zooming and distortion),
interactivity (data manipulation techniques like filtering, saving, loading, expor- –
ting and importing).

4.3. Knowledge repository

The term “knowledge repository” appears commonly in the literature of knowledge 
management, especially in association with commercially available knowledge 
management products. It refers to a system or system architecture that houses and 
manages a collection of corporate intellectual assets [Lin, Qin 2002]. A knowledge 
repository is a computerized system that systematically captures, organizes and 
categorizes the knowledge. The repository can be searched and data can be quickly 
retrieved. Knowledge repository provides high quality technical documentation 
relating to the expert system. This information is public, read-only and is intended 
for use in various aspects of education, training, design and operation.

Knowledge repository stores answers which were given to the user and 
corresponding results. It also keeps log files of accessing the knowledge base with 
information “4W1H” about “What, Who/Whom, When, Where and How”. Moreover, 
it is an image library for particular knowledge base and specified constraints.

4.4. Knowledge base

Expert systems have got different knowledge bases, designed and developed in a 
domain-driven way [De Hoog 1997]. The concept is to use a separate knowledge 
base that could be edited or redefined for new problems while retaining all the same 
code for interpreting and using that knowledge [Lindsay et al. 1993]. Presented 
framework assumed that knowledge base will contain:

logical knowledge: frequent itemsets, knowledge base, patterns, relations, mo- –
dels (profiles),
procedural knowledge: methods, –
explanatory knowledge: knowledge origin. –
Knowledge base resources come from two sources:
subjective (arbitrary): human-expert who has expertise knowledge about doma- –
in, knowledge achieved during work or other resources,
objective (heuristic): market basket analysis, results delivered from inference  –
engine.
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The role of the expert is to verify discovered patterns and models of clients. 
On the other hand, iterated market basket analysis in precisely defined cycle is the 
basis for determining which of the models are local and which are global. One of 
the possible criteria to use is geographical localization in case of international multi-
branch stores. If we assume approximately almost the same assortment, empirical 
client model from Warsaw can be completely different from the one which comes 
from London. There are a lot of reasons for such diversity like culture, habits or 
nationality. Additionally, periodic comparison of patterns and models enables 
discovering seasoning products, whose sales fluctuations are dependent on days of 
the week, summer holidays or holidays in general.

Taking into account a well-known classification [Niederliński 2006] based on 
colligated criteria (applying rule’s conclusions or relational model’s conclusions as 
conditions for other rules) and types of logic, knowledge base described in such 
a way, can be classified as elementary (colligation is not accompanied with negation) 
and precise (inference process utilize from classic dual-based Aristotle’s logic) 
[Niederliński 2006].

4.5. Knowledge base editor

The component available exclusively from the level of expert interface is called the 
editor of knowledge base. It is used to read, formulate and modify a knowledge base. 
It is a tool for graphical browsing, editing and formulating knowledge bases across 
the multiple tables in uniform manner. It offers users an intuitive interface, in which 
objects and items are represented as nodes in graph (Figure 6), with the relationships 
between them forming the edges. The Expert is able to create models in subjective 
manner, change them, delete and verify them. A model created in abstractive manner 
can be verified through analyze research, conducted on real (existing) or new data, 
storing in market basket database.

4.6. User and expert interface

Communication between expert and user was performed basing on mechanism of 
Web portal, using Apache server and a Web browser. The division of the interface 
into the user interface and the expert interface was conducted in order to isolate 
the components. User’s authentication is performed by the Apache server. Correctly 
defined and located system’s interfaces make it possible to exchange information 
easily among system components.

4.7. Market basket database

The aim of inference engine is to analyze the historic data, stored in a database. 
To make it appropriately, it is necessary to perform data preprocessing, to adapt 
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the primary format of data to a form which is required by the expert system. The 
essential issue during designing and implementing the database is an issue of data 
granularity which means how the data should be detailed when we save it in the 
database. The process of analyzing market basket needs such attributes as: date of 
transaction, list of positions, price, and form of payment. The advanced model of 
analysis assumes that some additional data about customers should exist thanks to 
the use of loyalty cards or regular customer cards store cards. 

5. Threats to validity

Rules comprise relatively weak forms of knowledge – they are just accurate relation 
of variables, rather than reliable thesis, which describe and characterize population. 
In fact, common meaning of the term “rule” means the common interpretation “from 
left to right side”. What follows that rule, the term association rule can be a confusion, 
since the rules will be verified – which means they are no longer accidental.

The classical model of exploration the association rules avails the support 
mechanism which treats each transaction in the same manner. To the contrary, in 
real aggregations each transaction has different wage. The object of research in 
analyzing market basket is the collection of transactions, in which each one brings 
profit or loss. As yet, many works dedicated to extraction of association rules with 
preassigned weight have been published, for example [Cai et al. 1998; Ramkumar  
et al. 1998; Tao et al. 2003; Wang et al. 2000]. The importance of the number of items 
in transaction should be also noticed. Transactions with higher number of items 
should be treated as more important than those with lower number of positions. 
Implemented algorithm is not capable of estimating the weights of transactions such 
as profit and validity. In the work of Sakshi and Akkiraju [2010] a new measure of 
weighed support (w-support) for item sets with exclusively binary attributes was 
presented.

Higher complexity of applications generated the new needs. First of all, evolution 
of understanding how to deal with key problems like knowledge representation, 
inference and risk management. Secondly, development of the expert system shell 
and its programming languages. These two factors potentially minimize effort needed 
to design and deploy inference engine and knowledge base for dedicated domain. 

As far, the inference and visualization engines were implemented and verified, 
which gives us hope for success of the whole project. Basing on software engineering 
approach, proposed in work [Ricordel, Demazeau 2000], which consists of four 
stages: analysis, design, and deployment, in the phase of design the diagrams of data 
flow and use cases in UML notation will be used [Wrycza et al. 2005].

6. Related work

Market basket analysis is still interesting subject of interest for many researchers, 
especially in the scope of association rules. This discipline of data mining has been 
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successful in many commercial solutions like Statistica [Łapczyński 2009], SAS or 
Microsoft SQL Server. Brief description of this applications can be also found in 
[Weichbroth 2010].

A few articles presented how cross-category relationships can be merged with 
purchase models (see e.g. [Russell et al. 1997, 1999] and [Seetharaman et al. 2004]). 
Two main research approaches can be distinguished. The first can be described 
as data-driven using data mining. It is dominated by techniques like pair-wise 
association (e.g. [Hruschka et al. 1999]), association rules (e.g. [Agrawal, Srikant 
1994]), vector quantisation, neural networks (e.g. [Decker, Monien 2003]) and 
collaborative filtering (e.g. [Mild, Reutterer 2001, 2003]).

The second approach is more like explanatory driven. It tries to identify and 
quantify cross-category choice effects of marketing-mix variables. In this case, two 
general methods can be identified. The multivariate probit approach (e.g. [Ainslie, 
Rossi 1998; Chib, Seetharaman 2002; Deepak et al. 2004; Manchanda et al. 1999]) 
is an extension of the standard probit approach (e.g. [Train 2003]) for one category. 
It is built on a disaggregate level and based on Random Utility Theory. The error 
distribution is assumed to be normal. Alternatively, the multivariate logit approach 
(e.g. [Hruschka et al. 1999; Russell, Petersen 2000; Singh et al. 2004]) can be used, 
which is an extension of the multinomial logit model (e.g. [Guadagni, Little 1983]) 
which is also based on Random Utility Theory. The error term of the multivariate 
logit approach is assumed to be Gumbel distributed. 

Another interesting approach is presented in [Boztug, Hildebrandt 2005] where 
in the model, the assumption is stated that consumers make their category choices in 
some fixed order, which is not observed by the researcher. This lack of information 
causes that the choice in each category is modelled conditional upon known choices 
in all other categories.

7. Conclusions and future research

Above we briefly mentioned the problem of the market basket analysis and methods 
serving to solve it. In our framework, one of the earliest methods was applied, 
proposed in [Agrawal, Srikant 1994].

The model presented by Newell and Simon [Giarratano, Riley 1998] to solving 
human information problems in categories: long-term memory (rules), short-term 
memory (working memory) and cognitive processor (inference engine), is the 
fundament of expert systems nowadays. This paper introduces a framework which is 
built based on independent components (layers), but together they create a coherent 
system. In other words, every layer is an independent application but also a part of 
the entire system [Maciaszek 2008].

Presented expert system assumes functionality which enables to conduct market 
basket analysis and save its results to knowledge base. Discovered knowledge can 
be successfully used to achieve the targets, mentioned in the introduction. The first 
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step to achieve this goal is to design the logical model of the entire system including 
most important relations between tables.

Still, there are a couple of things to be verified. Firstly, we need to connect 
inference engine with visualization engine and knowledge base if the system has to 
work in real-time mode. Secondly, knowlege and repository base need a schema of 
tables, necessary to store information from the inference engine and user respectively. 
The project will be closed after performing a few simulations in order to verify 
every component and data flow between them. Moreover the results gained from the 
inference engine (association rules, patterns and profiles) need to be verified in the 
scope of real-life common sense.
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ARCHITEKTURA REGUŁOWEGO SYSTEMU EKSPERTOWEGO 
DO ANALIZY KOSZYKA ZAKUPÓW

Streszczenie: Artykuł ten prezentuje nowatorskie podejście do odkrywania reguł aso-
cjacyjnych w analizie koszyka zakupów. Do tego celu opracowany został system eksper-
towy z maszyną wnioskującą i wizualizacyjną oraz bazą wiedzy. Po krótkim wprowadzeniu, 
w ogólnym zakresie opisano poszczególne komponenty systemu. W dalszej części scharak-
teryzowano funkcjonalność maszyny wnioskującej i wizualizacyjnej oraz bazy wiedzy. Pracę 
kończy podsumowanie oraz wskazanie dalszych kierunków badań.
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